We give a summary and a analysis of the wakefields in the dielectric channels. We found that using conventional description of the electromagnetic wave propagation in dielectric channel, we can derive the power flow and wakefield generations. Detailed analysis of the higher order HEM1 1 mode is also given including separation of TM and TE dominated modes. Numerical calculations of the longitudinal and transverse wakefileds in multimode structures are given.
INTRODUCTION
Wakefield generation in a dielectric channel (shown in Fig.1 ) has been investigated thoroughly in the past [1, 2] . Recently, Parks et a1 calculated the wakefields [3] using normal mode expansion method and arrived the same wakefield expression as in and [2] , a Green function was solved easily using the boundary condition. This method gives wakefield amplitude and dispersion relations at the same time. The dispersion relations were obtained easily using the poles in the contour integral while the amplitude was derived by simple integral over the poles. There were excitements about the newly proposed multi drive beam excited wakefield in a multimode structure [3,4]. Because the scheme uses large amount of excited modes for coherent wave construction, thus a very narrow peak of acceleration field can be obtained. The transverse wakefield would also be excited and constructed coherently. If the excitation frequencies spacing of very high frequency mode for monopole and dipole modes are different, then the transverse beam instability can easily be controlled. However, our calculation showed that unfortunately that all the higher order modes have the same frequency spacing thus constructed coherently at the same location, which is in agreement with [3] . Both our analytical approach and numerical calculation are given in this paper.
WAVES AND WAKEFIELDS IN CYLINDRICAL DIELECTRIC CHANNELS
The waves derived from Maxwell wave equation in a dielectric channel can be expressed and expanded as All the other components can be derived from Equation (3). Where q,,, is excitation wakefield amplitude by a single charged particle. Then we can find the transverse wakefield using Panofsky and Wenzel theorem, For each individual mode I, due to the fact of the modes are orthogonal to each other, the energy loss per unit length for a single point charged particle e can be expressed in terms of the individual mode I, and the total energy loss is the sum of all the W,. The above four equations completely describe the energy balance and energy flow in the dielectric channel. Using electron beam as a reference, then it means that the beam is radiating power into the structure and leaves the energy behind. But in the lab frame, the structure gained energy from the e-beam. This is because the energy is a scalar, thus the sign depends on the reference point as long as we have been consistent. However the direction of this energy flow is described by Poynting vector and it propagates in the same direction as the beam as in the form of Cerenkov radiation process, but at lesser speed of the beam.
LONGITUDINAL AND TRANSVERSE MULTIMODE WAKEFIELD ACCELERATOR
It was proposed in [4] that a multi-mode wakefield accelerator would enhance some physical properties such as coherence construction of the longitudinal modes would yield a much shorter F W packet, thus may lead to a high RF breakdown. It may also require a less intense single bunch beam. There were some ideas that the transverse mode separation would be different from fundamental longitudinal.
However, both asymptotic approximate expansion and computer calculation showed that the mode spacing at high frequency excitations became equal for all the modes.
Asymptotic expansion
branch in equations (1) is very large, we can use the asymptotic Then the root spacing s,,"+, --,,,is x, which is independent of m and n. The frequency spacing can be calculated as following: where p is particle velocity and thus phase velocity of the wakefield.
The same results can also be obtained in TE branch using Hz. Thus the results show that all the higher order modes would not de-coherent from each other, thus the multimode structure does not lead to beam stability as we thought originally. Although the above treatment is for no-vacuum hole situation, numerical calculation indicates that the same conclusion applies to all the dielectric loaded structures as pointed out by Parks and Hirshfield [3], d+c/2(b-a)(~P~-l)"*. In the next section, we give some numerical examples to illustrate properties of the transverse wakes.
Numerical calculations
We first consider a case using Alumina (&=9.43), with the inner radius a=0.375mm, and outer radius b4.38mm. This is the same as in reference [3] . Figure   2 (a) shows the mode frequency separation approaches to the same value (1 1.47GHz) when the mode number exceeds 20. The bunch length oz used here is lmm. We have also calculated a dielectric structure with &=38.1, a=5mm, b=14.4mm. The parameters used in this case calculation are the experimental setup performed at the AWA last year [4]. The bunch length oz used here is lmm. It is interesting that the Figure  3 
SUMMARY
In this paper, we have clarified the concept of the power flow, stored energy and radiated energy into the dielectric from a beam. We also calculated the longitudinal and transverse wakefields in dielectriclined structures. We confirmed that all the higher order mode spacing goes to constant, therefore higher order transverse mode damping is necessary to implement so the beam stability can be obtained. The transverse
